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U90C Support Forms 

Spring Kickoff  |  League Challenge Cup  |  Dallas Open  |  Premier Copa  |  Summer Splash | U90C Labor Day Cup  | Tulsa Open 
Upper 90 Challenge | Round Rock Open 

 

CONFLICTS 

“The U90C Difference” 

U90C tournament conflicts are acknowledged using the U90C Conflict Form and if sent to 

(choose the appropriate tournament name): 

 

Kickoff.Conflicts@u90c.com  SuperCopa.Conflicts@u90c.com Laborday.Conflicts@u90c.com  

LCC.Conflicts@u90c.com PremierCopa.Conflicts@u90c.com  Upper90.Conflicts@u90c.com  

DallasOpen.Conflicts@u90c.com  Splash.Conflicts@u90c.com TulsaOpen.Conflicts@u90c.com 

RoundRockOpen.Conflicts@u90c.com DerbyLeague.Conflicts@u90c.com 
 

 

 

* Make sure the subject line of the email is CONLFICT REQUEST [team name] [tournament name]* 

We do our best to honor 1 conflict per team (in addition to coaches with multiple teams) 

For coaches with multiple teams in the same event, this is our top priority in conflicts, and we will 

do everything possible to avoid overlaps for ALL games for up to 3 teams. 

In order for conflicts to be considered we need to receive registration, payment, and conflict 

request email prior to the registration deadline. 

Please attempt to avoid submitting conflict requests, as this only delays the schedule release 

time and makes it more difficult to offer a fair and balanced schedule overall.  We want to help 

you when you really need it, but please try not to take advantage. 

Approved Conflicts – In Priority Order 

1. Coaches with multiple teams in this event. 

2. VIP teams. 

3. Conflicts with Fall or Spring League games. 

4. Conflicts with another soccer event (other tournament, futsal, indoor) 

5. Conflicts with a major school event (SAT testing, high school graduation) 

6. Other items at the tournament director’s discretion. 

Upon receiving your conflict request, the Tournament Director will follow up with a response 

within 2 business days.  This response is the ONLY assurance that your request has been received 

by the correct contact for this tournament and will be taken into account during scheduling.  If 

you do not receive a reply, please follow up.  We want to take care of your team, but please 

remember that the chances of doing that are MUCH better if we have the information BEFORE 

we make the schedules. 
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